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" Everything need rules ", in the process of draw lessons also need to learn principles 
and techniques from others. In this certain regulations study for somebody works 
perfect. But to a certain extent, one has been isolated from his feelings with the 
previous method, this will cause the level of work shallow, virtually can suppress the 
subjective spirit and creation, so lost painting’s vivid vitality. Therefore, in the 
creation of painting should continue to get rid of others programming rules, in their 
own sentiment nature seek subjective spiritual play and life vitality of the 
performance. This paper points out the following three aspects discussed in detail. 
Firstly, interpretation on form of law, mainly from the rule of law’s interpretation, the 
significance and limitations of three piont for analysis and discussion. Law 
interpretation is mainly based on part of the contents of Xiehe, Zhang Yanyuan and 
Shi Tao’s theory form personal understanding to talk about understanding of them and 
extension. Law enlightenment of the beginners, for their artistic career by the pilot 
role, but the transition 's dependence on one’s method would tie artistic spirit to 
develop, so must be timely and moderate land use law. 
Secondly, to realize the subjective spirituality’s important role in the creation land, 
so we should pay more attention to the training of self spirituality, painting to painting, 
express their own feelings and feeling from the bottom of their heart. This chapter is 
mainly on the concept of spirituality and spiritual interpretation, and the importance 
of spiritual can creation rule analysis and research, suggests the cultivation on how to 
improve the spiritual in the creation of mind, increase their life experiences and 
drawing method. In order to break through the old rule to create new rules, this new 
rule is suitable for their own art manifestation of the law. Therefore, in the creation of 
such a background draw paintings can have new vitality and charm. 
Thirdly, analyzed the relation between form of law and subjective spiritual, they 















hampering the creation. We only through ours painting experience and timely grasp, 
let them mutual authentic better. 
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 第一节 法则释义 

















































达到生生不息的生命力和气韵（如图 1-1 和图 1-2）。 
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图 1-5 《游丝》                         图 1-6《菱歌》 
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